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The 2016 Charter Review Commission created the Initiative Petitions Work Group to 
investigate the conflicting views and expressed concerns about initiative petitions. The 
Work Group was directed to review the current initiative petition process and practice, 
and determine whether to recommend changes to the Orange County Charter, in 
particular Sections 601 and 602, to address these issues.  Depending on the outcome 
of their investigation, the Work Group was requested to bring any recommended 
changes back to the full Charter Review Commission for consideration.    
 
Based on its investigation, the Initiative Petitions Work Group recommends certain 
substantive changes in the initiative petition process, as well as certain administrative 
and procedural changes.  The Work Group’s recommendation provides a clear and 
concise guide for petitioners to follow in seeking to amend the Charter and adopt or 
amend ordinances.  What follows is a detailed summary of the Work Group’s 
recommended changes and the reasons for them.   
 
In short, the Work Group recommends changes to Sections 601 and 602 of the Charter 
(and a corresponding change to Section 603 of the Charter) relating to initiative 
petitions, the adoption by the County Commission of an ordinance to carry out the intent 
of the recommended changes, and a codification of existing laws and procedures. 
 
Introduction and Overview of Work Group Process 
 
Over the past nine months, the Initiative Petitions Work Group held 14 meetings, 
averaging two hours per meeting, assembling and evaluating proposals to revise and 
reform Orange County’s initiative petition process.  The Work Group’s meetings were 
well attended with 10-15 members of the public in attendance at many of the meetings, 
as well as elected officials and their representatives who participated from time to time.  
The Work Group considered input from the public and elected officials who appeared 
before the Charter Review Commission, including Mayor Teresa Jacobs, Mayor Gary 
Bruhn (on behalf of the Orange County Council of Mayors), Supervisor of Elections Bill 
Cowles, and representatives of Comptroller Martha Haynie.   
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The Work Group reviewed the initiative petition provisions of Florida’s 19 other charter 
counties, as well as select provisions from other states, and heard substantial public 
comment. Common themes centered upon concerns about “outside interests” and 
“outside money” coming into Orange County to push initiative petitions, as well as a 
desire for transparency, particularly relating to the funding of paid petition gathering 
efforts and the paid or volunteer status of petition gatherers.1  Supervisor of Elections 
Cowles regularly participated in the Work Group’s discussions, either personally or 
through staff, providing recommendations, insight, and research to the Work Group.   
 
Based on all of these sources, the Work Group assembled a list of potential initiative 
petition proposals2, which the Work Group then evaluated and discussed throughout its 
subsequent meetings.  A number of the proposals were rejected by the Work Group for 
legal and policy reasons.  The remaining proposals were found to merit 
recommendation to the full Charter Review Commission.3 
 
As noted, the Work Group’s recommendation is divided into three categories; 
substantive changes to the initiative petition process; administrative or procedural 
changes; and codifications of existing law and procedure.  The recommended changes 
constitute a single proposal. They are interconnected and dependent on one another to 
achieve their intent.  Accordingly, the Work Group recommends that the CRC consider 
the following a comprehensive plan of reform, rather than a menu from which to pick 
and choose.   
 
  

                                                           
1 A complete summary of the public comments heard by the Work Group throughout its 
deliberations is attached as Exhibit “A.” 
2 A copy of this comprehensive list, containing all proposals considered, including those 
rejected by the Work Group (indicated with strikethrough), is attached as Exhibit “B.” 
3 A comprehensive list of all proposed charter changes discussed in this 
recommendation, tracking the existing structure of Sections 601 and 602 of the Orange 
County Charter and written to facilitate the drafting of charter language, is attached 
hereto as Exhibit “C.” 
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Recommended Substantive Changes 
 
Single Subject Requirement 
 
The Work Group recommends that proposed initiative petitions (for both Charter 
amendments and ordinances) be subject to a single subject requirement, namely that 
they “shall embrace but one subject and matter directly connected therewith.”  This 
requirement provides consistency with the standard for state constitutional amendments 
by initiative.  It promotes clarity and makes it easier for a voter to understand what is 
being proposed, and helps prevent voter confusion.  Finally, adding a single subject 
requirement brings Orange County (one of the few charter counties in the state without 
a single subject requirement) into line with the majority of charter counties. 
 
Petition Gatherer Badge Requirement Identifying Whether Volunteer or Paid 
 
The Work Group recommends that each petition gatherer circulating a county initiative 
petition be required to wear a badge that states  “Volunteer Gatherer” or “Paid 
Gatherer,” as the case may be, in a form and manner specified by ordinance.  The Work 
Group extensively researched the constitutional permissibility of a badge requirement, 
and limited the scope of its recommendation (only disclosure of paid or volunteer status) 
to be consistent with the findings of that research.   
 
The badge requirement provides a level of needed transparency to the initiative petition 
process.  A potential signer will be able to assess whether the petition gatherer is 
motivated by principle or profit.  The Work Group believes the requirement helps identify 
whether an initiative is “grassroots” based on popular local support, and conversely 
helps address the issue of “outside interests” coming into the county to propose issues 
that may not be in the best interest of the county’s citizens.   
 
This provision is also designed to be flexible, since the County Commission will specify 
the form and manner of wearing the badge by ordinance, and thus can tailor 
requirements so they are not burdensome or costly.  
 
A badge requirement is an additional requirement on a petition sponsor not currently 
imposed, and it does add a burden, albeit minor, on petition gatherers.  Overall, the 
Work Group believes that the benefits of transparency and petition signer education far 
outweigh this burden. 
 
Petition Gatherer’s Affidavit  
 
The Work Group recommends that the circulated petition form contain an affidavit to be 
completed and signed by the petition gatherer for each petition circulated, providing the 
name and address of the petition gatherer, whether he or she was paid or volunteer, 
and, if paid, by whom and on what basis (hourly, per-signature, other).  The petition 
gatherer will also affirm that the petition was signed in the petition gatherer’s presence, 
the petition signer had sufficient time to read the petition language, and the signature on 
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the petition is believed to be the genuine signature of the petition signer.  All of these 
requirements were gathered from similar provisions in other county charters, or from 
requirements of other states that have withstood constitutional challenge.  The Work 
Group’s recommendation includes using the statutory written declaration “under penalty 
of perjury,” rather than a notary acknowledgment which results in additional burden and 
cost to the petition sponsor. 
 
An affidavit requirement for petition gatherers again provides a degree of desired 
transparency to the initiative petition process.  It discloses to the public in a documented 
way whether a petition gatherer has been paid or was a volunteer, who is paying the 
petition gatherer and on what basis.  It fosters a better understanding by the signer of 
the subject matter of the petition by encouraging an opportunity to read it before signing.  
Finally, it promotes honesty on the part of the petition gatherer and helps prevent fraud 
in signature gathering. 
 
Legal Review, Financial Impact Statement, and Public Hearing – Upon Reaching 
1% Signature Threshold  
 
The Work Group recommends that a legal review requirement, a financial impact 
statement requirement, and a public hearing requirement be added to Orange County’s 
initiative petition process.  The details of these requirements are described below, but 
all three are triggered when the Supervisor of Elections verifies that a petition has been 
signed by 1% of the electors in each of the county commission districts.  The Work 
Group believes that setting a minimum number of petitions necessary to trigger these 
requirements provides a safeguard against the waste of county resources on frivolous 
petitions if the minimum required number of signatures cannot be obtained. 
 
Legal Review 
 
The legal review will be conducted by a Legal Review Panel, comprised of three 
attorneys licensed to practice law in Florida who have demonstrated experience in 
Florida local government law and who are selected on a bi-annual basis through the 
county’s purchasing process applicable to legal services.  Within 20 days after the 1% 
signature requirement is met, the Legal Review Panel will meet to render a written 
determination whether the proposed initiative petition satisfies the single subject 
requirement and is consistent with the Florida Constitution, general law and restrictions 
of the Charter. If at least two members of the Legal Review Panel find that the petition 
satisfies these requirements, the petition process continues.  If, however, two or more 
panelists find that it does not satisfy the requirements, the current petition drive ends 
and the petition must be corrected to satisfy the requirements before a new petition 
drive starts. 
 
The Legal Review Panel will also be charged with ensuring the petition language is 
clear and not misleading.  This legal requirement provides a mechanism for review of 
the petition language other than by going to court, which is more costly and time-
consuming.  The legal review benefits the sponsor of an initiative petition by passing on 
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the legality of the petition early in the process so it can be withdrawn and/or corrected. It 
also may benefit the sponsor by making the initiative less likely to be challenged upon 
completion.  The requirement for a legal review early in the process can save county 
resources on costly legal challenges which might otherwise occur later in the process.  
Finally, the requirement follows the lead of a neighboring charter county (Brevard), 
which has had a legal review panel process in place for some time and, based on 
inquiry, has found it to be beneficial. 
 
The legal review process admittedly has the potential to kill a petition drive.  It adds cost 
to the county to conduct an RFP process for selection of the Legal Review Panel and 
compensating them for their work, but potentially saves costs and avoids challenges 
later in the process.  Also, the Legal Review Panel decision may still be overturned later 
in the process if challenged in court.  Overall, the Work Group believes that the 
substantial benefits of a legal review that potentially avoids litigation and provides 
valuable legal feedback to petition sponsors and the public far outweigh the risks. 
 
Financial Impact Statement 
 
Within 20 days after the 1% signature requirement is met, the Comptroller will prepare 
and transmit to the sponsor of the petition, the Board of County Commissioners, and the 
Supervisor of Elections, a separate financial impact statement, not exceeding 75 words.  
The impact statement will estimate the increase or decrease in any revenues or costs to 
the county, local governments or to the citizens resulting from the approval of the 
proposed initiative petition. This financial impact statement will be placed on the ballot 
immediately following the ballot question.   
 
In addition, upon receipt of the financial impact statement, the sponsor of the petition 
will prepare and submit to the Supervisor of Elections a revised petition form containing 
the financial impact statement.  The Supervisor of Elections, within 15 days after 
submittal of the revised petition form containing the financial impact statement, then 
renders a determination on the form of the revised petition.  At least 75% of the signed 
total petitions verified by the Supervisor of Elections must include the financial impact 
statement. 
 
The Work Group believes that a financial impact statement helps educate the public on 
the cost of an initiative, in taxpayer dollars and otherwise.  Requiring that the financial 
impact statement be placed on a revised petition form provides transparency by 
informing petition signers of the financial impact of the initiative if adopted.  Placing the 
financial impact statement on the ballot helps ensure that the financial impact of a 
proposal is considered by voters at the critical time of voting.  Lastly, specifying that the 
financial impact analysis be prepared by the Orange County Comptroller ensures that 
the analysis is prepared by an office equipped with sufficient expertise that acts 
independently from the Board of County Commissioners. 
 
This requirement imposes an obligation on the Comptroller and adds the cost to the 
Comptroller’s office of reviewing the initiative and preparing the financial impact 
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statement that does not presently exist.  In addition, requiring that the petition form be 
revised to incorporate the financial impact statement also imposes an additional 
obligation and expense on the petition sponsor that doesn’t presently exist.  However, 
the Work Group believes that the substantial educational benefits of a financial impact 
statement independently prepared and placed before the voters on the petition form and 
ballot far outweigh the additional obligations and costs. 
 
Public Hearing 
 
Within 60 days after notification of legality by the Legal Review Panel, a public hearing 
will be required to be held on the petition before the Board of County Commissioners. 
Holding a public hearing to address the merits of the proposal early in the initiative 
petition process helps educate the public and provides transparency by allowing a 
longer period of time for the community to review, discuss and fully understand the pros 
and cons of the initiative.  It also allows the County Commission to consider the merits 
of the proposal and act independently upon it if appropriate. 
 
Number of Signatures Necessary for Charter Amendment Initiative – 10% of 
Electors in Each Commission District 
 
The Work Group recommends that the number of signatures necessary for a charter 
amendment by initiative be changed from 10 percent of the county electors in a majority 
of the commission districts to 10 percent of the county electors in each commission 
district.  Such a change makes charter amendments by initiative consistent with 
ordinances by initiative under the Orange County Charter, which requires a requisite 
number of signatures from all County Commission districts.  It closes the current 
loophole that effectively allows only 6.67% of registered voters in the County to approve 
a petition drive (due to the present requirement that the requisite signatures be obtained 
only in a majority of the commission districts), and brings Orange County in line with 
other charter counties.  (Orange County is unique in its “percentage from a majority of 
districts” structure.)4 
 
This recommendation was strongly supported in public comments based on concerns 
that some districts have intentionally been avoided in past petition drives.  The 
recommendation provides for better public input across all districts on charter 
amendment petitions, and for equal participation and representation of all districts, 
thereby avoiding disenfranchisement of districts.  In other words, it preserves the 
principle of “One Person, One Vote.”  Finally, the Work Group received substantial 
public comment that the Charter should not be easily amended, and certainly should not 
be easier to amend than an ordinance. 
 

                                                           
4 A breakdown for Florida’s 20 charter counties of the required percentage of registered 
voters, and from how many districts, for ordinances by initiative and charter 
amendments by initiative, is attached hereto as Exhibit "D". 
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The recommendation makes it harder to amend the Charter and it necessarily adds 
extra time, effort and cost to the initiative process.  Overall, however, the Work Group 
believes the substantial benefit of providing for equal participation and representation of 
all districts far outweighs these impacts. 
 
No Amendment or Repeal of a Successful Charter Amendment by Initiative for 
One Year After Effective Date. 
 
The Work Group recommends that a successful charter amendment by initiative petition 
not be subject to amendment or repeal for a period of one year after its effective date.  
Such protection for charter amendments by initiative provides consistency between 
charter amendments and ordinances by initiative, which presently have the one year 
protection.  It allows a reasonable time to determine whether an amendment works.  
Finally, it benefits the sponsor of a successful initiative petition by protecting the 
amendment for at least a year from repeal or change. 
 
A potential consequence of the recommendation is that bad policy cannot be repealed 
or changed in a timely manner, and the protection may lead to unintended 
consequences.  However, the Work Group believes, in light of the overall improvement 
and strengthening of the initiative petition process which results from the Work Group’s 
recommendations, a successful charter amendment by initiative should be entitled to 
operate for a reasonable period of time without interference. 
 

Recommended Administrative/Procedural Changes 
 
Sponsor to Submit Petitions Signed Each Month No Later than 5th Day of the 
Following Month 
 
The Work Group recommends that the petition sponsor be required to submit all signed 
petitions gathered during each month to the Supervisor of Elections no later than the 5th 
day of the following month.  This requirement provides transparency by disclosing how 
far along the sponsor of an initiative petition is in the signature gathering process (i.e., 
no holding back of signed petitions), thereby benefiting both the sponsor of the initiative 
and the community as a whole.  Supervisor of Elections Cowles supported this 
requirement because it promotes efficiency for the Supervisor of Elections’ office 
providing predictability and spreading out the necessary verification.  It also facilitates 
the withdrawal by a petition signer of his/her signature on a petition, as discussed 
below.  Finally, regular submittal of signed petitions helps satisfy the “1% signature 
requirement” that initiates the legal review, financial impact statement and public 
hearing requirements as early in the process as possible. 
 
The requirement is one that is not currently applicable to the initiative petition process, 
and it may void otherwise valid signatures if the petitions are not timely submitted, 
although this will be as a result of sponsor’s inaction.  Overall, the Work Group believes 
that the substantial benefits of transparency and efficiency that this requirement fosters 
far outweigh the consequences of untimely submission of signed petitions. 
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Sponsor May Formally Terminate Its Petition Drive 
 
The Work Group recommends that a sponsor of an initiative petition be able to 
terminate the sponsor’s petition drive by filing a form, promulgated by the Supervisor of 
Elections, with the Supervisor of Elections’ office.  This change is based on a 
recommendation from Supervisor of Elections Cowles who advised the Work Group 
there is presently no clear way for a sponsor of an initiative petition to voluntarily 
terminate its petition drive.  Mr. Cowles indicated that, in his experience, petition 
sponsors have sometimes wanted to end their petition drives, and the lack of a formal 
mechanism to do so led to substantial frustration and confusion. 
 
Petition Signer May Withdraw Signature on a Petition 
 
The Work Group recommends allowing a petition signer to withdraw his/her signature 
on an initiative petition by filing a withdrawal form with the Supervisor of Elections’ 
office.  The form will be promulgated by the Supervisor of Elections and made available 
on the Supervisor’s website.   
 
The Work Group believes allowing a petition signer to withdraw his/her signature 
provides an opportunity for the petition signer to reconsider the decision to sign the 
petition after additional information is publicly disseminated. Although it adds an 
incremental amount of work to the Supervisor of Elections’ office, Mr. Cowles confirmed 
that the recordkeeping system used by the Supervisor’s office, which ties each signed 
petition to the voter’s record, makes this recommendation easy to implement. 
 
Removal of Requirement for BCC to Call Referendum / Automatic Placement on 
Ballot Upon Verification of Sufficient Signatures 
 
The Work Group recommends removal of the requirement that the Board of County 
Commissioners affirmatively vote to place a qualified initiative petition on the ballot 
based on the recommendation of County Mayor Teresa Jacobs,.  Rather, the Charter 
will specify that the initiative will be automatically placed on the ballot after verification of 
sufficient signatures by the Supervisor of Elections.5 
 
  

                                                           
5 This change also entails the removal of Section 603C of the Orange County Charter, 
which prohibits the Board of County Commissioners from calling a referendum on any 
initiative petition that violates Florida law or the restrictions of the Charter.  Because the 
BCC will no longer call a referendum on an initiative petition in any event, the section is 
no longer be effective.  In addition, the Work Group’s proposal provides for another 
mechanism to address illegal initiative petitions (the Legal Review Panel process), thus 
addressing the policy interest served by Section 603C. 
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Remove Special Election from Elections at Which Initiative Petition Can Be Held 
 
The Work Group recommends that “special elections” be removed as elections at which 
a referendum can be held on an initiative petition.  With this removal, the Charter more 
simply provides that a referendum be held at the next primary or general election 
occurring at least 150 days after verification of sufficient signatures.  Such change 
provides clarity and predictability as to when the question will be placed on the ballot.  It 
allows the petition sponsor to more effectively select the election at which the initiative 
will be considered by the voters and simplifies the initiative petition process overall.  
Supervisor Cowles concurred that the change can provide clarity and predictability and 
simplify the process. 
 
Labeling and Ordering Guidance for Charter Amendment Ballot Order 
 
The Work Group recommends that labeling and ballot ordering guidance be provided to 
the Supervisor of Elections for charter amendments appearing on the ballot.  
Specifically, charter amendments appearing on the ballot will be labeled using alphabet 
lettering (A, B, C, etc.), and placed in the following order: first, amendments proposed 
by the Charter Review Commission; next, amendments proposed by the County 
Commission; and last, amendments proposed by the initiative petition process; in each 
case, identifying the section of the charter being amended along with the title.  This 
recommendation is based on a request from Supervisor of Elections Cowles who 
indicated that in recent elections questions have arisen as to identifying and ordering 
charter amendments and, lacking any guidance, he has had to exercise his own 
judgment to resolve them.  Clear guidance in these matters will reduce confusion and 
improve predictability for petition sponsors and the public.  In addition, labeling charter 
amendments with alphabet lettering provides clarity to the public in distinguishing 
charter amendments from constitutional amendments. 
 

Recommended Codification of Existing Law/Procedure 
 
Require Petition Sponsor’s Registration as a Political Committee 
 
The Work Group recommends that language be added to the Charter that the sponsor 
of an initiative petition must “register as a political committee as required by general 
law.”  This requirement has long been the law under Florida election law, but a number 
of county charters state it expressly in order to help those pursuing charter and 
ordinance amendments by providing a single source for guidance in working through 
the process. 
 
Form of Petition 
 
The Work Group recommends that the Charter specify that the petition form used by the 
petition sponsor contain the ballot title, ballot summary, and proposal language.  Once 
again, this is the existing law and practice pursuant to the Supervisor of Elections’ 
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application of relevant Florida Administrative Code provisions.  Adding these provisions 
to the Charter helps guide petition sponsors through the initiative petition process. 
 
Sponsor Translation of Ballot Title and Summary 
 
The Work Group recommends that the sponsor of an initiative petition provide a 
translation of the ballot title and ballot summary in the language(s) required by law at 
the time the petition form is filed with the Supervisor of Elections for review.  This 
recommendation provides clarity to the current initiative petition process by codifying the 
practice of the Supervisor of Elections and facilitates compliance with federal law 
requirements. 
 
Supervisor of Elections to Render Determination on Form of Petition Within 15 
Days 
 
The Work Group recommends that the Supervisor of Elections be required, within 15 
days after submittal, to render a determination on the form of the proposed petition.  
Currently, there is no established time period for the Supervisor of Elections to complete 
review and make a determination on the petition form.  Supervisor of Elections Cowles 
has historically rendered a determination on petition forms almost immediately, but 
providing a specific time limit for the Supervisor to do so provides a procedural 
safeguard for petition sponsors while codifying existing practice. 
 
Supervisor of Elections to Verify Validity of Signatures within 30 Days After 
Submittal and to Post Tally on Website 
 
The Work Group recommends that the Supervisor of Elections be required to verify the 
validity of the signatures submitted within 30 days after submittal, and to post a tally of 
the number of signatures verified on the Supervisor of Elections’ website for public view.  
Once again, this recommendation codifies the Supervisor of Elections’ current practice.  
It provides transparency by disclosing how far along the sponsor of an initiative petition 
is in the signature gathering process, thereby benefiting both the sponsor of the initiative 
petition and the community as a whole.  The recommendation also benefits the sponsor 
by providing certainty as to the total number of valid signatures submitted as the 
process progresses, so the petition sponsor can determine the number of additional 
petitions needed. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The Work Group believes that the proposed substantive, procedural and administrative 
changes to the initiative petition process outlined in this recommendation are responsive 
to the conflicting views and expressed concerns raised in regard to the current initiative 
process and practice.  The Work Group further believes that, if adopted by the Charter 
Review Commission and approved by the voters, the initiative process in Orange 
County will be significantly improved and provide much needed clarity, transparency 
and guidance.    


